ESIM251/252 is a micro controller based device intended to inform about the alarm in automatic or security systems. It ensures alerts transmission via GSM network to your phone. If PGM or Bell output is activated, a warning call is dialled and a text message is sent to the preset phone numbers or to monitoring station. ESIM251/252 provides both dialler and controller functionalities in one device. The system supports remote control of lights, heating or other appliance by a phone call or SMS. ESIM251/252 comes with flexible user options to provide notifications up to 5 users.

FEATURES

• Built-in GSM/GPRS communicator
• Each input can be assigned to a separate user
• 3 ways of configuration: SMS, USB, Internet
• Up to 10 pre-recorded messages
• Microphone connector for covert listening
• Contact ID for monitoring stations

APPLICATIONS

• Information via mobile phone about a triggered alarm
• Notification of failure or restoration of an electronic device via SMS or call.
• Remote on/off switching for electrical device

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

• Inputs 5
• Relay output 1 (2 relays output for ESIM252)
• Event buffer 1000
• Microphone connector Yes

AREAS OF USE

VENDING MACHINES PROTECTION AND MONITORING

REMOTE CONTROL OF THE DEVICES
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